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Forward 
When the dust settled from the $787 billion American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
(ARRA), advocates for economic and social equity recognized that their efforts to create 
jobs that contribute to a more energy-efficient built environment while forging career 
pathways for workers were more important than ever. The growth of the green jobs 
sector includes important opportunities to connect disadvantaged youth and adults to a 
career ladder-oriented, skilled trade. The influx of ARRA resources underscores that this is 
not simply a matter of principle, but a policy moment with hundreds of millions of dollars 
hanging in the balance. Public decision making about the emerging green economy is now 
at the center of the struggle for economic justice. Without concerted advocacy by 
organizations with direct experience working with targeted communities, low- and 
moderate-income working families will continue to struggle during this challenging 
economic period.  
 
With the completion of this report, Action for Regional Equity (Action!) has made an 
important contribution to the green workforce development sector. Building on vital 
statewide advocacy work by the Green Justice Coalition, Alternatives for Community and 
Environment and numerous other community organizations, the report shares insights on 
how to achieve an equitable green economy in Massachusetts.  And the timing could not 
be better, as the Commonwealth wrestles with how to implement trailblazing 
environmental legislation that will determine how millions of dollars will be allocated, 
could rewrite how communities develop promising energy efficiency programs and will 
shape the initiatives that have the potential to be national models for success or failure. 
 
Action! dedicated specific research attention to green workforce development, the focus 
of this study, for several reasons. Effective green workforce strategies provide economic 
mobility for people from low-income communities and communities of color, increase 
families‟ housing and transportation options, improve the built communities in which they 
live, and contribute to overall environmental quality at the regional level and beyond. That 
this research was performed using the continuing commitment Action! has to equity for 
people of color and low-wage earners as a critical frame for the analysis makes it that 
much more important for future advocacy.  
 
By exploring existing barriers with respect to workforce development training and best 
practices to address these challenges, Action! advances a promising framework for 
building the sector that meets the needs of all communities at a time when progressive 
solutions to our nation‟s economic challenges are especially critical. 
 
We look forward to holding up the findings of this research for the benefit of hundreds of 
community practitioners, dozens of municipalities, and state governments engaged in 
green workforce advocacy across the nation. This report represents an impressive review 
of what‟s possible when experience and innovation forge an ambitious partnership. 
 
Enjoy the study. 
 
Judith Bell, PolicyLink 
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Scope of Work 
This report was commissioned by Action for Regional Equity (Action!), a coalition of 
transportation, housing and environmental equity advocates, to support the growing 
advocacy efforts of organizations concerned with equity in the green economy in 
Massachusetts.  Three pieces of state legislation passed in 2008 are expected to stimulate 
demand for workers in this sector. This context provides a significant opportunity to tap 
funding and employment-creating opportunities emerging from these three bills to 
address long-term unemployment and underemployment in the state, particularly among 
people of color and in low-income communities.  
 
The research centers on workforce development (WFD) and training needs in 
Massachusetts related to jobs in weatherization and energy efficiency upgrading. There 
are several reasons for this focus:   
 
Federal stimulus funding and the aforementioned state legislation can be most 
readily tapped and easily implemented for weatherization and energy 
efficiency projects. Indeed, the state‟s Green Jobs Act of 2008 contains a provision for 
establishing a new, quasi-public agency, the Clean Energy Center, whose mission includes 
attracting and creating green businesses, and providing workforce training to support 
their labor needs, as well as promoting clean energy R&D and fostering entrepreneurship 
in this industry. Moving swiftly, the Center has provided three types of grants in 2009 to 
promote relevant WFD and training:  
 

 $1 million Pathways Out Of Poverty grant for training and placement in the 
weatherization and energy efficiency sector   

 $1 million for higher education institutions, vocational high schools and 
community-based organizations to develop curricula and equipment capacity for 
weatherization and energy efficiency education programs 

 $1.87 million to Springfield Technical Community College (STCC) for central 
administration of a 3-year, statewide training program in this sector. STCC will 
serve as the clearinghouse for training activities, materials and services and will 
coordinate regional job training on its campus and at six other community colleges 
around the state  

 
In addition, Skillworks has made three planning grants to spur partnerships for energy 
efficiency and weatherization WFD and training. The grants promote  training programs 
for low-income residents and communities of color that qualify participants to provide 
energy efficiency upgrades for low-income households, public housing residents and 
affordable housing residents in their own neighborhoods and potentially beyond. The 
grants are designed to enable the partnerships to successfully compete for American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act funding, develop regional approaches for this sector and 
build better infrastructure for WFD and training in Massachusetts.  
 
The population of particular interest to Action! may derive benefits more 
rapidly from growth in the weatherization and energy efficiency sector than it 
would from growth in other areas of the green economy. Unlike in other sectors, 
opportunities in energy efficiency and weatherization can be accessed by employees 
without advanced educational degrees or certification. Those development programs do 
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not necessarily require large capital investments, detailed technical research, or 
technological innovation.   
 
Other states and municipalities have lead the way in implementing public 
policy and project innovation in this sector, offering valuable models and 
counter-models Massachusetts can utilize to reduce the state’s learning curve 
and improve outcomes.       
 
The deep interest Action! has in equity for people of color and low-wage earners framed 
the specific questions covered by the research.  This report investigates the following: 
 

 existing barriers and challenges with respect to WFD and training in other sectors 
within Massachusetts that might also apply to the energy efficiency and 
weatherization sector; 

 energy efficiency and weatherization WFD and training barriers and challenges 
faced by other states; and, 

 best practices that could be replicated or should inform advocacy efforts in 
Massachusetts.     

 
More than 13 national and Massachusetts-based experts were interviewed for this project, 
some more than once.  The researcher also participated in a webinar on best practices for 
Project Labor Agreements in Los Angeles, featuring union, educational and local 
government officials.  Twenty projects were investigated directly or through secondary 
research, 16 of which are referenced in the report.  Research terms were set to provide a 
solid overview and suggestions for possible further research, and not to be exhaustive or 
totally comprehensive.  
 
All quotes are reproduced from interview notes.  They are not attributed because 
interviews were conducted confidentially. 
 
This report is divided into the following sections: 
 

 Part 1: General structural barriers and challenges related to workforce 
development and training programs for people of color and low-income 
communities in Massachusetts. 

 Part 2: Specific structural barriers and challenges for this target population 
related to WFD, training and job creation in the weatherization and energy 
efficiency sector.  

 Part 3: Emerging best practices in the weatherization and energy efficiency 
sector.  

 Part 4: Synopses of case studies. 

 Part 5: Recommendations. 
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Part 1  

Workforce Development and Training Programs: 
General barriers and challenges in Massachusetts 
 

“The amount of scaffolding, case management, support services, how 
long support services last after placement, how low the bar is set for 
entering a training program – all can be improved in Massachusetts. 
Community colleges – accessibility really is an issue there. Same for GED 
people. The transition to community college training is often beyond 
reach. .  .Community-based trainings that are linked to community 
college are important. . . . And we suffer in Massachusetts from not 
enough diverse training options.” 

 
Those interviewed concurred that existing institutions and systems in Massachusetts that 
deliver workforce development and training services do not present barriers or challenges 
unique to the state. Massachusetts shares problems that exist nationwide in terms of 
programmatic norms that can work against low-income individuals and people of color 
unless the needs of these populations are consciously considered at the program 
development stage. Interviews exposed more than 16 factors to consider when working 
with people who have experienced long-term unemployment or who are officially 
“discouraged” workers, or who may face additional employment hurdles due to racial or 
ethnic discrimination or due to personal factors such as poverty, past incarceration, or 
lack of a high school diploma or GED certification. These barriers fall into five broad 
categories: 
 

 Training shortcomings  
 Limited and disconnected support services 
 Poor employment opportunities 
 The culture and structure of unions 

 Policy failings and institutional hurdles 
 

Training shortcomings 

 
1) Training schedule. The scheduling of the training can be out of synch with the needs 
of the target audience.  In many cases the necessary technical training is not offered at 
night, making it inaccessible to people with jobs or family responsibilities.  
 
2) Location of training. Is the training site a reasonable commuting distance from the 
jobs or homes of potential students, and is it accessible by public transit? Does the 
program make an effort to reach rural areas of the state where the population is more 
dispersed? Mobility issues can impair successful engagement, and participation of low-
income populations. This critical logistical issue is frequently neglected by policy makers 
and program vendors. 
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3) Language of the training. Some experts maintain that requiring trainees to speak 
English is an unnecessary barrier. They encourage providers to offer training and 
coaching in relevant languages other than English, as not everyone in a target population 
necessarily speaks or reads English fluently. Even when participants are fluent, technical 
material may be more easily mastered in the students‟ native languages. Experts highlight 
another advantage of bilingual or non-English training: in multilingual communities, local 
residents/customers may prefer workers who can speak with them in a commonly shared 
language. 
 
4) Cost of the training. The cost of training to participants is frequently tied to program 
funding. In determining the affordability of training, designers and policymakers must 
consider hidden or implicit costs in addition to tuition and training fees: lost wages for 
employed workers who cannot train on company time; child or elder care; transportation; 
and food, equipment, books and other supplies not provided by the program. Those 
interviewed noted that WFD and training programs at higher education institutions – 
whether community or 4-year colleges or universities – are more likely to price 
themselves out of the market for low-income individuals.  
 
5) Inadequate screening. Many programs do not do an adequate job of interviewing 
prospective students for their interests, skills, aptitudes, workforce readiness, 
compatibility with workplace conditions in a specific business or industry sector, and other 
key contributors to a participant‟s success or failure. This is particularly true for 
construction jobs. Providers may also fail to give a prospective student a realistic 
understanding of work conditions and contexts, preventing the student from making 
informed decisions about his or her “fit” with the program.  These shortcomings can 
cause several problems: 
 

 A high dropout rate. In addition to contributing to program failure, this does the 
additional damage of potentially discouraging individuals who may not have much 
optimism about their job prospects to begin with. 

 Inadequate job preparation, making it difficult for graduates to be hired because 
they are not sufficiently qualified. 

 An inappropriate match leading to job termination shortly after hiring because 
graduates did not receive needed coaching or advice, which a rigorous screening 
and assessment process could have identified.  

 
6) Mismatch between training content and employer needs. Many community-
based organizations, community colleges and vocational schools do not sufficiently ground 
their curricula in local reality. They do not work with specific employers to ensure strong 
connections between what students learn and the skills and sensibilities they need for 
available jobs.  Many programs fail to engage employers in developing their curricula or 
monitoring and evaluating their training programs.  Best practices also encourage 
including a competent and employable worker from that field in the training design and 
evaluation process as another reality check.  
 
7) Imbalance between students’ present and future needs. This is the flip side of 
the shortcoming discussed in #6 above. Some programs are so geared toward short-term 
skills acquisition that they ignore the long-term needs of participants. This may be due to 
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factors including a particular employer‟s narrow interests, the constraints of a particular 
funding stream or the limits of a provider‟s capacities. The most successful programs 
balance adequately preparing people with the skills they need to perform a specific job 
immediately, and providing the background education in core skills such as English, math 
and writing.  Such foundational skills are essential for enabling workers to survive 
fluctuating job markets and possible unemployment in future. Portability and 
transferability of a program‟s certification or skills should be considered an integral part of 
that program‟s outcome. A related problem is that the academic prerequisites for many 
community college-level training programs are such that underserved populations often 
need to do developmental work first to fill the gaps.  Speaking of some people from those 
populations, one expert observed: “They never get to the actual skills training because 
they use their training dollars for developmental work.” Several interviewees noted that 
the best strategy is to offer students a career-based approach to employment, rather than 
a jobs-based approach. 
 
8) Other training problems. Interviewees mentioned other critical factors for ensuring 
that WFD and training meet the needs of underserved populations. They include: an 
appropriate standard for qualification to enter training, the appropriateness of the 
instructor, the pace of the training, how assessments are done and how often, actual 
program content, the appropriateness of the vendor supplying the training, and the 
availability of a stipend for participants.    
 

Limited and disconnected support services 

 
For many people new to formal employment or a past history of employment difficulties, 
successfully landing and staying in a job that pays a family-supporting wage requires 
much more than just skills training and shoring up gaps in basic education. Those 
interviewed felt that coaching is at least as critical as skills training to a person‟s 
ultimate success. A full range of support services may be needed before training, during 
training, and in the early phases of new employment.  These services can run the gamut 
from life coaching, financial literacy education, and help with childcare or transportation 
arrangements, to loans or grants for purchasing equipment, uniforms or a car.  Experts 
noted that Massachusetts programs may not offer the full spectrum of necessary support 
services or may not offer them for a long enough period (i.e., through the early stages of 
job placement). Even when support services are available they are too frequently 
disconnected from job training, forcing trainees to fend for themselves in identifying 
providers of the services they need and managing the complicated logistics of a cobbled-
together support network.      
 

Poor employment opportunities 

 
1) No job at the end of the training pipeline.  Some training and WFD programs are 
not based on solid labor market analysis for the specific sector in question. Moreover, 
many training programs are not linked with particular employers or unions in ways that 
provide participants with a smooth transition to real employment. In Massachusetts this 
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appears to be a notable problem, for example with 3- to 4-month entry-level training 
programs students pay for using government Workforce Investment Act vouchers.   
 
2) Poor job quality.  Workforce development and training programs for low-income 
individuals ideally are geared to help them move to greater financial security – i.e., to 
better paying, more secure jobs with benefits. Interviewees warned that advocates and 
WFD and training providers cannot simply assume that training inevitably leads to 
improved employment opportunities. As one person put it, “In the workforce development 
world, people assume that if you do training, wages will go up. That‟s unrealistic. You 
need external pressures or wages won‟t go up.” Each industry features unique 
characteristics that influence wage and benefit structures, the presence of “career 
ladders,” terms of employment, size of employers and their work forces, degree of 
competitiveness, etc. Programs must use specific sector analysis to inform their training 
and advocacy strategies. This is necessary if the training is geared towards incumbent 
workers already in the industry, where wage increases and promotions are the goal.  It is 
also necessary for training geared towards directing unemployed individuals, or those 
looking to switch fields, to a promising employment ladder. Part 2 of this report reviews 
how a sophisticated analysis of the weatherization and energy efficiency industry is 
especially critical to address legitimate concerns regarding dead-end, relatively low-wage 
jobs.   
 

The culture and structure of unions 

 
1) The history of racism and sexism in unions. Economic research has demonstrated 
that unions have been a powerful tool for improving the economic standing of low- and 
moderate-income workers in the United States. However, institutional racism within 
unions has been a historic obstacle to enabling people of color to join unions, be taken 
into apprenticeship programs and assume leadership positions. Similarly, institutionalized 
sexism within unions has meant that women of color have faced multiple hurdles in using 
union membership as a ticket to the middle class. While the situation is better today, 
cultural and institutional barriers remain.  
 
2) A rigid apprenticeship system.  Union apprenticeship programs traditionally are 
highly rigid. They have a formal structure with very limited entry points, particularly in 
construction trades. When coupled with union organizational culture, this can present a 
formidable barrier for people of color or low-income persons whose lives may not fit the 
structured requirements.  
 

Policy failings and institutional hurdles 

 
1) Weak enforcement of local hire requirements. Advocates have often lobbied for 
local hire requirements in government contracts in order to create jobs for local residents, 
including people of color and those in low-income communities.  The extent to which 
these requirements are effective varies by industry and local jurisdiction. Much depends 
on the vibrancy of watchdog efforts by local community-based groups or labor unions. 
Those interviewed noted that the standard “best faith effort” contract provision creates a 
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requirement that is too weak to ensure the local hiring of disenfranchised workers or 
those from underrepresented communities. They felt that enforceable local hire 
requirements would entail stronger contractual language to establish a mandate for local 
hiring, training compliance officers within employer companies and establishing on-site 
workplace monitoring to measure real-time compliance.  
 
2) Structure of One-Stop Career Centers. These federally funded centers have a 
mandate to serve a universal, generic customer. Centers cannot provide the language, 
literacy and work readiness training often needed by underserved populations because of 
constraints around the federal money available for training. This presents a major 
institutional hurdle for many people of color and low-income individuals. Some 
interviewees noted that there used to be more flexibility in the system for training 
providers. On the bright side, it is now possible to obtain a waiver under the federal 
Recovery Act that may facilitate better training for populations facing greater employment 
challenges. Regional workforce and private industry councils in Massachusetts, as well as 
state agencies, should consider advocating for more money for career centers and 
applying the waiver in ways that enable more and more appropriate training to be offered 
to these underserved populations.     
 
3) Civil and criminal offense records.  In many states, administrative and policy 
barriers relating to legal offenses prevent people from obtaining employment.  In Rhode 
Island, having a suspended driver‟s license can disqualify a person from a construction 
job. In Massachusetts, having a Criminal Offender Record Information (CORI) can be an 
absolute barrier to certain kinds of employment. Employers‟ use of this overly broad 
screen has been criticized because CORIs include non-convictions and very old 
convictions, and do not make any distinctions between types of offense. These problems 
with CORI fall particularly severely on low-income men of color, and increasingly on 
women of color as well.     
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Part 2 

Workforce Development and Training: Specific challenges for  
the energy efficiency and weatherization sector 
   

“[There are a] number of community-based organizations that don‟t 
understand this sector, employer‟s needs, etc.  I don‟t know even if 
employers know what their needs are.  This sector is not as sophisticated 
in terms of training and that is to be expected.  There‟s a different group 
of people at the table in this sector - lots of advocates who have been in 
the driver‟s seat so far. The workforce development piece is just catching 
up.  I don‟t think the problems are political right now. There are gaps in 
understanding and there are needed partnerships that don‟t exist yet . . . 
Orson Watson of the Garfield Foundation has said that this area has 
developed backwards. It has been led by advocacy and then followed by 
employers and training providers.” 

 
Until recently, weatherization and energy efficiency upgrading was a relatively small 
sector of the economy, with modest assistance for low-income families that was 
chronically underfunded.  Public housing authorities and CAP agencies maintained a select 
corps of private contractors to do weatherization work. This did not promote broader 
employment or significantly help meet the energy needs of low-income families. Often, 
the focus was on financial assistance for energy bills rather than on addressing root 
causes of high bills – including the failure of housing construction, appliances and HVAC 
systems to conserve energy. The recession, the federal stimulus package designed to 
address it, 2008 Massachusetts state energy conservation legislation and emerging 
national legislation on climate change are all altering the underlying energy context in 
Massachusetts. Residential, commercial and public sector incentives are shifting towards 
conservation, stimulating growth in this sector and, consequently, the demand for labor. 
Not surprisingly, one of the short-term challenges in designing effective workforce 
development and training programs is the “greenness” of the “green energy” sector: the 
fact that it is a relatively new field where the structure of the industry and technology is 
evolving and definitive best program practices have yet to emerge. 
     

Scale of the demand for labor 

 
Effective advocacy strategies for ensuring that low-income communities and people of 
color benefit from job creation in this sector need to be based on detailed industry and 
labor force analyses and a careful study of their assumptions. Presently, it is not clear 
how many weatherization and energy efficiency jobs will be created in Massachusetts, 
particularly those that might employ people with few credentials or little training. 
Currently, there are at least three different research initiatives in this area. The 
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (CEC) commissioned a study of the demand for labor 
in this sector. In general the CEC suggests that installing energy efficiency retrofits will 
create more jobs than installing renewable energy infrastructure.  
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Kevin Doyle of Green Economy led a research team for the New England Clean Energy 
Council that has produced four related workforce studies, including: 

 Massachusetts Residential Energy Efficiency Workforce Needs 2008-2012 
 Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Workforce Needs Study:  HVAC/R and Plumbing 

Firms, 2009 
 Green Jobs and Energy Market Trends, New England Region (with Association of 

Energy Engineers) 
 Workforce Impacts of Expanded Utility Commercial and Industrial Energy 

Efficiency Funds in Massachusetts: 2009 

 Doyle‟s research for the New England Energy Council has three chief conclusions related 
to the demand for residential energy efficiency retrofit labor: 

 
a) The residential retrofit market will be a good job supporter from 2010-2012, but 

not phenomenal. 
b) Of those jobs that are supported, many will go to incumbent workers at 

contractors already in the field and/or to workers at contractors in the building 
trades who will migrate to residential energy efficiency work. 

c) Many of the training programs currently operating and/or planned for the 
immediate future are aimed at these contractors and would-be contractors.    

 
The third source of labor market analysis is coming from the Low Income Energy 
Affordability Network (LEAN) with a focus on fuel assistance and weatherization 
programs for low-income residences and public housing.  The research findings are 
similar to Doyle‟s and do not offer a sanguine picture, concluding that the increased 
demand for labor for these projects is such that significant numbers of new employees 
will not be brought into this sector.  
 
According to the LEAN analysis, the total amount of money available to fund various 
weatherization and related programs for low-income, affordable housing and public 
housing will grow from $33.5 million in 2008 to $128 million by 2013. The total number of 
full-time equivalent jobs in this sector was 298 in 2008 and will expand to 898 by 2013. 
This includes both workers in the field and administrative and related agency personnel. 
Existing Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) contractors were surveyed and said 
they can expand the work they are doing now by about 35% and plan to train additional 
personnel on their own. Based on the contractors‟ responses, LEAN projects that it needs 
to bring another 50 contractors on board.  (By the end of August 2009 LEAN trained 34 
contractors through its Boot Camp.)  The report concludes, “We think we will need 
[fewer] than 500 people trained” to perform the weatherization, window installation, and 
heating upgrade work state-wide.  At that level of labor demand, staff felt that it is likely 
that most of the new hires will be people currently out of work in the home 
remodeling industry.   
 

Types of jobs available 
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There is some discussion by the Commonwealth Corporation and the 
Massachusetts Clean Energy Tech Center that at least 50% of the “middle 
level” jobs in energy efficiency and weatherization do not need to come from 
the green sector, i.e., they will be in sales, marketing, finance or accounting.  To what 
extent are workforce development and training providers and advocates exploring how to 
bring Action!‟s target population into these jobs?   
 
Many people in this field feel that the hands-on weatherization jobs, especially 
those that focus on residential upgrades, are low-skilled, low-waged and dead-
end. These jobs also may be seasonal in nature, particularly in a state like Massachusetts 
because of its climate. Workers engaged in residential retrofits rarely receive benefits. 
Private residential upgrades tend to be done by small contractors, who do not hire union 
workers and have few employees. According to a LEAN analysis, a typical Massachusetts 
contractor has four employees. Residential contractors do not grow bigger than one to 
two crews because they lose control over quality above that. The bargaining ability of 
their workers to get higher wages or benefits is low. 
 
Given the prevailing view that weatherization jobs generally are relatively low-skilled and 
low-paid, this raises a fundamental question of whether a career ladder exists or 
can be created in the weatherization and energy efficiency sector. Several people 
interviewed felt that the “jury is still out.” One interviewee suggested that even thinking 
about career ladders in this industry may be a mistake; customers are not paying for skill 
in most weatherization jobs. Rather, the question is how to raise competency and pay 
industry wide. This generally requires workers to organize in a union or a similar body to 
have enough bargaining clout with employers. One interviewee wondered about the value 
of focusing on training people given that initial weatherization jobs are low-skill. Rather, 
the main problem is that they aren‟t “good” jobs to begin with – so the focus should shift 
to organizing people and to creating more “good” jobs. Property services workers‟ unions 
reversed the equation and organized around wage-led skill increases in their sectors.  
Unions in sectors where there isn‟t an apprenticeship model work from the formula of 
negotiating skills and wages.  There is a concern that in residential weatherization 
especially, there are now many small employers and an excess supply of construction 
labor, creating few incentives or appropriate conditions for promoting training, higher 
wages, and worker organization.  
 
Experts interviewed offered four different strategic suggestions for possibly 
overcoming the career ladder and poor job quality pitfalls. One strategy is to consider 
bundling residential work so that it is done on a larger scale by larger contractors who 
may use union labor. Initiatives like the Green Zone in Kansas City, which targets efforts 
to a relatively small geographic area and concentrates low-income residential upgrades in 
that place, may be one example of how this strategy could be applied. Low-income 
housing weatherization projects done with federal stimulus money are subject to the 
Davis-Bacon Act and thus must pay local “prevailing wages.” The Green Zone is still in its 
infancy, so it is not clear how authorities will ultimately handle who will perform the 
upgrades.  
 
Some feel that more attention needs to be paid on growing the union share of the 
residential market – whether or not work is bundled. The residential energy sector is 
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fragmented, consisting of many small employers and suppliers. Is this a cost-effective 
area for unions to try to organize? Perhaps. The Laborers International Union of North 
America (LIUNA) and the Garden State Alliance for a New Economy (GANE) in Newark, 
NJ, partnered to establish a model program for a residential weatherization training 
course geared towards low-income people of color. The training program fed graduates 
into a special local established just for these workers. One key to this was the union’s 
flexibility – its decision not to have an apprenticeship category in order to facilitate new 
members joining the union. It is too early to determine what this has meant in terms of 
job security and wages, although LIUNA‟s proposed national job training and credentialing 
program for weatherization workers does contain four levels or categories of increasingly 
more skilled and responsible work. In expanding this model to other states, LIUNA is 
advocating for ensuring a living wage for residential weatherization workers. The case 
study in Part 4 holds more details. 
 
A third suggested strategy for preventing workers from becoming trapped in a dead-end 
job is moving them to larger-scale commercial or public jobs involving energy 
efficiency upgrades which go beyond weatherization measures.1 These projects are 
usually done by large contractors or Energy Service Corporations. The Seattle Jobs 
Initiative is trying to develop a career pathway to help people make the transition from 
residential to commercial work. See the best practice discussion in Part 3.  
 
However, there are limits to this strategy as some class of workers will be left behind to 
do residential weatherization, maintaining a niche for low-skilled, entry-level work. 
Upgrades of low-income residences by Weatherization Assistance Programs or similar 
programs by Community Action Program agencies fall between these two worlds, as often 
they are handled by relatively small contractors. While federal funding for these programs 
requires employers to meet federal wage standards, tending to make the jobs better paid 
than private residential jobs, the Massachusetts WAP has offered Davis-Bacon waivers to 
contractors in the past. The American Recovery Act will supersede that, mandating Davis-
Bacon standards in Massachusetts.  In fact, wage levels recently were set for this sector 
in Massachusetts, paving the way for workers to be hired under Recovery Act funding.   
 
The fourth possible strategy involves training people to obtain credentials and a 
broader range of skills so that they have more ability to move into higher paying, full-
time construction craft work like welding and carpentry. As one interviewee said, “How do 
we build bridges to access post-secondary opportunities, to make connections between 
immediate jobs and the long-term growth of the sector, which will not be energy 
efficiency and weatherization jobs? We need to focus on longer-term education and 
training, prepare for that, develop supports for that – financial aid and other things so the 
low-income community can take advantage of that.”   
 

Differentiated strategy depending on target population. 

 

                                           
1 Energy efficiency retrofits or upgrades that are not included in weatherization involve installation 

of: appliances, lighting, HVAC systems and water heaters.  
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As the discussion above suggests, at least initially there may need to be distinct but 
coordinated advocacy and training strategies for the residential weatherization segment of 
the market and for the public/commercial segment because labor conditions are different. 
Similarly, there may need to be differentiated training and WFD strategies depending on 
the type of prospective weatherization worker. Working with incumbent workers, 
especially if they are in an already unionized industry, requires a radically different 
agenda from one focusing on improving the lives of the unemployed and/or non-
unionized workers.  
 
Skillworks has identified the working poor as a critical segment of the labor force in need 
of support and advocacy. This means that it tends to focus on WFD and training 
strategies for incumbent workers, selecting industries where a career ladder already 
exists. Acknowledging that there may not be a firm, clear career ladder for weatherization 
work, Skillworks has recently issued three planning grants for workforce development and 
energy efficiency in the low-income, public housing and affordable housing sector – to 
help groups prepare to compete for Recovery Act funding.  
 

Sexual harassment and other gender-related barriers 

 
In considering who the target population is for their WFD and training efforts in 
weatherization and energy efficiency, advocates must pay special attention to sex 
discrimination. Females have either not been welcomed into, or have found it very difficult 
to succeed in, apprenticeships and technical training in weatherization and construction-
type work. Experts interviewed felt that it is not a technical skills barrier that bars women 
from weatherization and energy efficiency jobs. One said, “Women are honestly better 
craftspeople. They pay more attention to detail and are more diligent on the job.” Rather, 
the challenge is in the terms of employment – strenuous working conditions, sexual 
harassment and very inflexible hours that make this work especially challenging for 
women who are the primary caregivers for young children. One interviewee‟s suggested 
solution is to place women with smaller scale contractors focusing on residential work, as 
they can give employees greater work schedule flexibility. This is a wide-spread challenge 
nationally in the construction trades, and in initial weatherization training outreach 
attempts in Massachusetts and elsewhere. The barriers of working conditions can 
discourage women from entering the field. Even targeted outreach, for example women 
of color outreaching to other women of color, has not proved to be sufficient to attract 
women and people of color to the field without other accommodations.  
 

Policy Advocacy 

 
As described in the previous section on general barriers to WFD and job creation for low-
income communities and people of color, one of the big hurdles concerns enforcement 
and monitoring of labor standards, including first hire provisions and Davis-Bacon wage 
standards. While not unique to the construction industry, labor standards enforcement 
certainly has been a historic challenge for this particular industry. The City of Los Angeles 
with its metro-area Community Benefits Agreements (CBAs) and Project Labor 
Agreements (PLAs), and the claw-back (required repayment) and penalty approach in 
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Providence, Rhode Island, offer two models for successful policy approaches related to 
ensuring labor standards and advancing Pathways Out Of Poverty in this sector. The Best 
Practice section that follows holds further discussion. 
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Part 3 

Best Practices 
 
Interviewees were not aware of any formal worker skills training for energy efficiency 
involving state funding, or of training programs through community colleges or other 
institutions of higher education in Massachusetts. To date, skills training has been geared 
toward contractors through Community Action Programs. Interviewees believed that 
training for workers in this sector has been done largely on the job and through unions in 
the state. That is beginning to change as a result of a round of grants by the Clean 
Energy Center and Skillworks. Because the research did not locate “best practices” for this 
sector within Massachusetts, examples are taken from elsewhere in the United States 
where some trends and lessons are emerging as a result of early efforts.   
 
This section will review examples related to emerging best practices in six areas: 
 

 Successful outreach to the target population of youth or young adults with little or 
no work experience and who come from low-income communities or are people of 
color 

 Innovative apprenticeship programs 
 Successful implementation of “first hire” provisions for public works jobs in 

construction/weatherization 

 Moving workers from lower-skilled weatherization jobs into higher skilled craft 
work in the construction industry and related fields 

 Sustainable financing of WFD and training programs for this sector 
 Involving employers, union and industry representatives in program planning  

 

Successful outreach to target population 

 
In determining best practices with respect to workforce development and training 
programs for energy efficiency and weatherization work specifically, much depends on the 
target population.  When looking at at-risk high school youth, drop-outs and unemployed 
young adults – who disproportionately tend to be people from low-income households 
and people of color – there are many successful YouthBuild-affiliated programs that have 
“green” components related to weatherization, energy efficiency and green energy. Some 
of the more outstanding are: American Youth Works in Austin, Texas; LACAUSA 
YouthBuild in Los Angeles, California; and Building Futures in Providence, Rhode Island. 
Many cities also have something like a Green Jobs Corps for a slightly older crowd of 
young adults. Two of the strongest in this latter category are in Oakland, with a focus on 
at-risk young adults, and in Chicago, with a focus on people recently released from 
incarceration. 
 
Practitioners familiar with YouthBuild caution against using it as a scalable model. While 
quite effective in providing contextualized training skills and remedial educational support, 
YouthBuild‟s approach is very labor-intensive and is best done on a small scale. While 
such programs can and should be replicated in more municipalities, they cannot be easily 
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scaled to deal with a projected statewide need for workers in this sector within a 
shortened time frame. This same caution applies to the Green Jobs Corps model as well. 
Brief descriptions of the Austin and California YouthBuild affiliates and of the two Green 
Jobs Corps projects appear in Part 4. See the box below for highlights from the 
Providence model and Part 4 for more details. This project is featured because it has a 
broad target audience and an ambitious and comprehensive strategy for ensuring real 
jobs with career ladders for people coming out of its training pipeline. 
 

BEST PRACTISES AT BUILDING FUTURES 
Providence, Rhode Island 

 
Building Futures (BF) runs a comprehensive program for construction trades jobs that 
demonstrates a wide range of best practices in workforce development, training and job 
creation in the weatherization and energy efficiency retrofit sector. (Additional details in 
Part 5.) 
 

 Strong, effective partnership model. BF benefits from a 3-way partnership of 
ProvPlan (affordable housing, job training and employment creation in 
Providence), BuildRI (labor-management partnership to encourage the use of 
union workers in construction projects) and YouthBuild Providence (alternative 
education, WFD program for high school dropouts).    

 

 Effective outreach. Word of mouth from program graduates is a primary 
recruitment tool. The program tried partnering with various community 
organizations to broker services for future clients, including the Department of 
Corrections, social service agencies, adult education institutions and others. It 
found that these groups rarely send applicants that are truly prepared or 
appropriate. A source commented, “Folks who live in conditions of poverty and 
understand the commitment know how to recognize those qualities in friends, 
families and in community.”    

 

 Quality of training programs. The program usually runs 3 per year but it does 
not offer training when it is certain that the apprenticeship pipeline is full. The 2-
month training program includes 5 weeks of hands-on skills training. BF feels that 
it is logistically easier to track the quality and flow of training when it is all done in 
house. All trainers come from the construction industry. BF offers an extra session, 
BF160, if a student does not quite meet graduation requirements through the 
stand-alone program. BF160 is also offered as an option for women who want a 
bit more experience before becoming apprentices. This enables people to become 
even more familiar with tools and working environment and to be more 
comfortable with job sites. The program has a graduation process and 
requirements, including a 32-hour hands-on test.  

 

 BF is establishing a new program, a Green Academy, to offer contextualized 
vocational training for people ages 18 to 40. It will be linked to the local 
YouthBuild, but go beyond that. One part of the Academy will enable BF to pilot 
new curricula more quickly, enabling them to be more flexible and adaptive than 
the Providence School System. Another part will focus on adults and include 
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modules related to weatherization, brownfields remediation and related topics. 
The aim is for graduates to come out with base-line skills so that they will have 
had the equivalent of a partial apprenticeship already.   

 

 Strong policy advocacy.  Advocacy focuses on creating long-term demand and 
supply of labor and ensuring local hires, such as creating an Apprenticeship 
Utilization Program. “We don‟t just wait for the unions to say how many 
[apprentices] they can take. We don‟t want to be a „train and pray‟ approach.‟   

 

 Union connections. These relationships get people into apprenticeship programs 
and then assure job placement and living wages. BF is also looking at new hybrid 
models allowed under recent changes to the National Apprenticeship Act, to 
facilitate the move of low-income individuals and people of color into the system. 

 

 Strong connection to and incorporation of 
industry/contractors/developers. This helps encourage their understanding 
and support for mandatory apprenticeship clauses in project contracts and 
benefits from their expertise in designing training programs.  BF sees 
Apprenticeship Utilization Programs as a backdoor to creating responsible, high-
road contractors. BF has a research group including employers to assess real 
demand for green homes, determine which contractors are interested in this 
segment and discover how they are getting their workforces.  

 

 Many support services for target population. BF‟s support services include 
contextualized GED programs support that ensures that trainees show up on job 
site, help arranging daycare and transportation, assistance with suspended driver‟s 
licenses, work culture and financial literacy coaching, help with interview skills and 
other services. Service begins with pre-program screening and support before 
training, and continues during BF‟s training and through apprenticeship until the 
person hits journey level.   

 

 Special attention to recruit and retain females. One of more successful 
recruitment strategies is in women‟s correctional facilities.  BF also hires 
tradeswomen to do targeted recruitment. Journeywomen are used to coach 
program participants. BF‟s established partnerships with day care facilities help 
meet women‟s family responsibilities.  

 

Innovative apprenticeship programs  

 
Apprenticeships are a critical piece of the puzzle in terms of training people for high-wage 
green construction and energy jobs. They represent the first job rung in a well-known 
union career ladder. Many feel that effective apprenticeship programs are key to high 
road economic development strategies and Pathways Out Of Poverty. Yet there are 
financial disincentives to using apprentices. Contractors may be reluctant to use them 
because of their relatively low skill level and a concern over potentially higher accident 
and turnover rates. Unions also have an interest in keeping apprenticeship numbers down 
in order to keep their fully credentialed, master level members employed, and to reduce 
their training costs. “The entry-level apprentice is the greatest risk for the contractor and 
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unions. Mitigating that risk by specifying the percentage of work that must be performed 
by apprentices equalizes the risk across all project owners.”  
 
Building Futures works to create “high road” contractors through their Apprenticeship 
Utilization Program. This has proven to be a very effective sectoral strategy for the 
Providence area. The case study in Part 4 holds more information.   
 
Another strategy for ensuring that apprentices get hired is including a provision to this 
effect in a Project Labor Agreement (PLA) which specifies the number of apprentices that 
must be used for a particular public contract.  PLAs have made a big difference in large 
cities like Los Angeles and San Jose. The Los Angeles example is an interesting case in 
point. Union and non-union companies can bid on a job with a PLA.  Contractors are 
allowed to bring in “core workers” to the job and then fill in with other workers from the 
union hall. Apprentices can come from their own or union programs. City officials note 
that PLAs for public works projects cut workers‟ compensation costs, eliminate or reduce 
accidents and keep contractors‟ labor costs in line because trained apprentices can be 
hired at lower rates. They have found that PLAs and Project Stabilization Agreements 
(PSAs) can help keep project quality up and ensure that projects are finished on time and 
on budget. They estimate that 20,000 apprenticeships have been created in their city as a 
result of this policy.  
 
UCLA‟s Center for Labor Research and Education has analyzed their impact and is 
promoting this strategy as part of a more comprehensive approach to economic 
revitalization of communities. PLA authorizing language appears in the US House of 
Representatives‟ version of comprehensive climate change legislation, the Waxman-
Markey bill, which would enable them to be used nation-wide without requiring city-by-
city advocacy efforts.  
 
GANE in New Jersey offers a third strategy with respect to apprenticeships. The Laborers 
International Union of North America relaxed their approach to apprenticeships and union 
membership. The Laborers‟ created new locals specifically for weatherization trainees to 
enable them to enjoy the benefits of union membership immediately. Once trainees had 
completed weatherization training, they could later choose whether to enter the LIUNA 
apprenticeship program and obtain more credentials. This example is also noteworthy 
because the fresh approach to membership was coupled with an explicit commitment to 
attend to institutional racism and organizational culture issues that historically have made 
people of color less attracted to and less likely to join their unions.   

Implementing first hire standards 

 
A long-standing strategy for economic justice involves using local, first source or first hire 
standards to enable local residents to benefit from new employment opportunities. These 
are generally drafted as part of a Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) but can be 
incorporated into a Project Labor Agreement (PLA). Ideally, the target goals would be 
developed in collaboration with community based organizations, unions and workforce 
development providers related to the particular industry. Coalitions have been able to 
push through broad, city-wide ordinances requiring local hire standards in Los Angeles 
and San Jose, for example. In Los Angeles, it took 6 months of weekly meetings in the 
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mayor‟s office among staff and high level meetings with the building trades and with the 
faith community.  
 
Lawyers, industry reps and union officials in the construction trades talk about three 
aspects of their approach to these master agreements that lend them credibility: 
 

a) Identifiable goals. 30% local hire, 20% apprenticeship hire and 10% 
disadvantaged worker opportunities are the standard provisions in CBAs and PLAs 
in Los Angeles. 

b) Regular project reports to enable transparency for public review. 
c) Using Master PLAs for all types of work performed on a job to provide consistency. 

 
They also talk about the need for ongoing education of stakeholders about the usefulness 
of PLAs and CBAs; the need to mobilize resources needed for monitoring and 
implementation of them; and the importance of acknowledging that there are unique 
issues for each project so that standardized monitoring may not work.  
 
In Providence, local hire legislation has existed since 1985 but due to a lack of political 
will it wasn‟t routinely implemented.  This changed when Building Futures (BF) sold itself 
as an intermediary that could help monitor and ensure compliance with local hire 
legislation in the construction sector. BF created monitoring and tracking tools linking 
performance with payment. Contractors learned that they would not be paid if they did 
not report various aspects of their payrolls, and, as a result, “non-reporting is a non-
issue.” Moreover, there are claw-back provisions (financial penalties) for failure to 
adequately report and perform.  BF is now exploring how to extend this to the 
weatherization sector for the city, including in residential retrofits.  

Creating a real career ladder 

 
In May 2009, the governor of Washington signed into law Senate Bill 5649, a green jobs 
bill that focused on energy efficiency upgrades for private residences and commercial 
buildings. It set a goal of weatherizing 20,000 buildings annually in each of the next five 
years. Washington State University is authorized to implement grants for pilot community-
wide projects. A funding priority will be to weatherize low-income households at or below 
125% of the federal poverty level. The legislation mandates the hiring of people from 
WFD and apprenticeship programs to perform the work, if available; to pay them 
prevailing wages; to hire locally and to create employment for low-income and other 
disadvantaged groups. This complements another state legislative move authorizing the 
state to spend $20 million of the state‟s stimulus funds on large-scale neighborhood 
energy upgrades. This legislation appears to establish a framework for creating a real 
career ladder in the industry, but it is obviously too early to see the effects as 
implementation details are still being worked out.  
 
As far as proven programs go, LACAUSA Youth Build, the LA Trade Technical College, 
Building Futures and California Youth Energy Services all offer training programs that lead 
to higher paid jobs inside and outside of union apprenticeship programs. However, they 
are all operating at the level of individual engagement rather than organizing sectors or a 
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group of workers. GANE may come the closest to widespread organization in creating a 
new hybrid form of union membership that helps organize a new class of workers. 
 

Sustainable financing 

 
One of the more promising avenues for creating a stable pool of money to finance energy 
efficiency and weatherization upgrades appears to be on-bill financing using some sort of 
revolving fund to pay contractors. Both the Center for American Progress through the 
New York Center for Working Families‟ Green Homes Green Jobs effort and the Center on 
Wisconsin Strategy are taking this approach, although the actual funding framework is yet 
to be in place. California Youth Energy Services‟ combination youth training and job 
program relies on utility financing that might find some parallels in the new incentive 
structure for Massachusetts‟ gas and electric utilities.   
 

Involving employers and the industry in program planning 

 
One suggested best practice for employer and other involvement in program design and 
evaluation is to form an oversight or planning team to have a voice on all components of 
the training program. A strong team might include: one or more employers, a union rep if 
appropriate, student representatives and workers from that sector. “They have to be in on 
the ground floor. Feel that they are at the table.” Two examples of programs with strong 
industry and employer partnerships are: Building Futures and the LA Trade Technical 
College.



 
 

 

SELECTED EMERGING BEST PRACTICES: 
Weatherization and Energy Efficiency Projects  
 
 
 
Best 
Practice 

 
American 
Youth Works 
(Austin, TX) 

 
 

Building Futures 
(Providence, RI) 

 
CA Youth Energy 
Services 
(Oakland, CA) 
 

Garden State 
Alliance for a 
New Economy 
(Newark, NJ) 

Green Jobs 
Green 
Homes 
(Brooklyn, NY) 

 
Green Job 
Corps 
(Oakland, CA) 

Sustainable  
South Bronx 
BEST Academy 
(Bronx, NY) 

Training Quality programs; 
no requirements so 
minimal barriers to 
entry; basic skills and 
job training combined. 

Quality programs 
prepare 
participants for 
construction trades. 
BF is now moving into 
weatherization and 
other work as well. 

Training prepares 
participants to do 
energy and water 
audits and simple 
upgrades; targets 
youth; wage is $9-
10/hour. 

6-week training targets 
people of color 
specifically. Half of 
participants were part 
of prison re-entry 
program. 

Not formulated. The 
work may be done by 
contractors. 

3 phases including: life 
and technical skills 
training, classes at the 
community college 
and a paid internship/ 
apprenticeship. 

14-week training in 
weatherization and  
other green building 
 skills. 
 

Support 
Services 

Yes, including: 
counseling, health, 
career readiness and 
placement. 

Comprehensive, 
including 
services available pre-
training, during training 
and post-training. 

None Not known. Not formulated. 1 of the 3  partner 
organizations offers a 
comprehensive list of 
services. 

Yes, including follow-
up for 3 years 
after graduation. 

Union 
Programs 

None Close collaboration 
with unions to ensure 
transition into formal 
apprenticeships. 

None Very innovative 
collaboration with 
Laborers’ 
International. 

Commitment to use  
union labor. 

Not necessarily, but 
has a  good 
relationship with 
unions. 

Not known. 

Job  
Quality 

Program lacks a 
specific link to jobs 
after graduation. 

Union connection 
assures a job 
placement and a living 
wage. 

Launched a second 
step  
program to build 
career ladder. 

Focus on increasing 
wages in residential 
weatherization sector. 

Focus on wages, 
benefits, career ladder 
possibilities. No 
specifics. 

No information. No information, but 
program tracks the 
wage gains of 
graduates for 3 
years. 

Policy 
Advocacy 

None Strong, BF is fostering 
ongoing demand and 
supply of labor in this 
sector. 

None None Requires changing 
state policies before 
can implement. 

None None  

Other Targets at-risk  
Youth. 

Effective outreach 
using 
program graduates; 
strong ongoing 
collaboration with 
industry, developers 
and contractors. 

Targets 15-22 year 
olds; 
funded by utilities 
companies; training 
people to work in and 
near to their own 
neighborhoods. 

Graduates receive 
credentials; union 
wages and health 
benefits; participants 
not required to be an 
apprentice to enter the 
program, but can 
apply to be once their 
first training is finished. 

Innovative financing 
mechanism proposed. 
The training and WFD 
plan is still a 
hypothetical plan and 
therefore not detailed. 

Targets at-risk youth 
and young adults. 
Training is free. 

Targets un- and 
under-employed, 
low-income, formerly 
incarcerated, and 
welfare-to-work 
participants. 
Includes notable 
employer involvement. 



 

 

SELECTED EMERGING BEST PRACTICES: 
Weatherization and Energy Efficiency Projects  
 
 
 
Best 
Practice 

 
LACAUSA 
YouthBuild 
(Los Angeles, CA) 

 
LA Trade Technical 
College 
(Los Angeles, CA) 

 
Kansas City 
Green Zone 
(Kansas City, MO) 
 

 
Me 2 
 
(Milwaukee, WI) 

Training 10-months with 25% of it on 
the job. Contextualized 
basic skills and job training. 
Result: HS diploma or GED 
with some college credits. 

Quality programs –green 
college initiative offers 
courses and certificate 
programs. Focus on people 
with high barriers to 
employment; REDI focuses 
on high school drop outs, 
among other groups.   

Not much detail on this 
aspect. In a nascent stage 
while contractors are 
learning how to do 
weatherization trainings. 

Plans in formation 

Support 
Services 

Yes Yes – a variety. Too early Plan in formation 

Union 
Programs 

Yes. Relationships  
with electricians, 
carpenters and brick 
layers’ unions.  

Not known Too early Plan in formation 

Job  
Quality 

No specific links to jobs 
after graduation. 

Not enough information Too early Too early 

Policy 
Advocacy 

Not clear No Yes. Remarkable unification 
around the plan. Now needs 
to advocate for a range of 
federal grants.  

Focus of efforts now in 
order to secure needed 
policy and funding 
framework. 

Other Targets at-risk Latino 
youth (males and  
females). Connections 
with 4 community colleges. 

Strong links with employers 
to develop training.  

Goal is to be a catalyst for  
holistic redevelopment of a 
very low-income, high 
unemployment 
neighborhood through 
weatherization and energy 
efficiency upgrades among 
other things which would 
spur employment. 

Innovative funding 
mechanism similar to NY 
Working Families model.  
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Part 4  

Case Studies 
 
The following organizations offer important lessons in best practices for WFD, training and 
job creation for the weatherization and energy efficiency sector.  Due to time constraints 
and the relative merits of each case, some studies are more detailed than others. A few 
case studies are included for projects that are still on the drawing boards because of the 
precedents they would set. Contact information is provided at the end of each study to 
enable follow-up.  

 
American YouthWorks, Austin, Texas 
 
This is a helpful example because: 
 

a) The program effectively targets at-risk youth 
b) The training program has no admission requirements so there are minimal barriers 

to entry 
c) The program combines basic skills and job training 
 

This is an affiliate of the national YouthBuild initiative.  It enrolls 400 at-risk young people 
ages 16 to 21 in its charter high school, and 100 in 3 green job training programs. These 
are individuals who have dropped out of a conventional high school. The Casa Verde 
Builders green job training program‟s population includes 86% from households in 
poverty; 18% homeless themselves; 53% Latino; 33% African American; 70% male.  
There are no educational requirements for applicants. Most of the three programs last 11 
months, 5 days a week.  
   
The program offers three green job training options:  
 

1) Casa Verde Builders. Students work in the morning and take academic and GED 
classes in the afternoon.  Casa Verde Builders is a service learning project that 
constructs green energy-efficient home in low-income inner city neighborhoods in 
Austin. They have built 105 such homes since the program began and, as this is 
part of the AmeriCorps program, participants get health care and a living 
allowance.  

2) Environmental Corps. Service learning is conservation focused such as building 
parks and trails. 

3) Computer Corps. Participants rebuild and recycle computers and learn computer 
skills. 

 
American YouthWorks will launch a Green Jobs Training Center in August 2009. Richard 
Halpin, founder and director, sits on Green For All‟s community of practice, a Pathways 
Out Of Poverty working group, as does Ted Roan, who is the Training Manager.  
 
Contact: Melinda Wheatley, COO of American YouthWorks, 512-236-6100.  
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Building Futures, Providence, Rhode Island 
 
This is a noteworthy model because: 
 

a) It has a strong commitment to people of color, women and people with low-
incomes  

b) It has a comprehensive, high quality program including training and support 
services 

c) It incorporates multi-faceted policy advocacy in its workplan 
  

Started in mid-2007, Building Futures (BF) has a two-fold mission: to help the 
construction industry in Rhode Island meet needs now and in future for a well-trained 
workforce, and to create career opportunities for low-income urban residents through 
apprenticeship programs. In particular, BF wants to increase the number of minority 
residents employed in construction. Its strategy is to establish new mechanisms by which 
people of color and other non-traditional workers can be recruited into construction. 
Additionally, BF seeks to create a new policy framework whereby public and private 
construction projects would incorporate intentional strategies to increase the number 
minority apprentices residing in urban areas. BF encourages governments, private sector 
developers and owners to work with construction companies that have a strong 
apprenticeship program. It also includes working with the Providence public school district 
and opening a new, state-of-the-art Career and Technical Academy in the fall of 2009. An 
Apprenticeship Utilization Program provides project owners with model bid specs and 
implementation documents that require all bidding contractors to participate in the Class 
A apprenticeship programs in the trades where they employ workers. The percentage of 
total labor hours performed by apprentices on the project is predetermined so that when 
a bid is accepted and a contractor receives the scope of work, the plan to implement this 
percentage is finalized. The Rhode Island State Assembly adopted new apprenticeship 
utilization requirements in 2008.  Another policy improvement: negotiating a “direct entry” 
requirement for Rhode Island apprenticeships with Rhode Island unions, so that program 
graduates can be accepted into apprenticeships regardless of whether the application 
period is open or not. This pre-determined entry period, set by the Department of Labor, 
was often a barrier to women and people of color in the past. The modification was 
negotiated with the federal, state,  trades councils and other authorities.   
 
Service method: 
  
1) BF assesses work readiness of applicants. 
2) It provides training, services and supports to address barriers to employment (these 
first 2 steps are part of 2-month orientation program). 
3a) If an applicant is not quite ready for an apprenticeship program, BF provides and 
additional 5-week, hands-on training.  
3b) At that point, the program assists successful grads in getting jobs as registered 
apprentices, though there can be a time lag on a waiting list that may last a few months 
to a year or more, depending on many factors. There is no formal job placement  through 
the program as the union takes responsibility at that point.  
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While BF works to influence policy at a broad scale, the program employs tactics to 
reduce the financial risk to individual employers as well by providing a pre-screened, 
“field-tested” apprentice with a support system behind him or her. Specifically they: offer 
GED prep, screen for construction aptitude, facilitate building trades career exploration, 
offer employability skills training and do case management. About 20 students graduated 
from the pilot program in the first year.  
 
BF has multiple funding sources.  Applicants can be 18-40 years old and must be able to 
do construction work. The program can help participants get a GED  and resolve a 
suspended driver‟s license.  A valid drivers license and high school diploma or GED are 
both required to qualify for apprenticeship. Training is free and those who participate in 
5-week, hands-on training get a small stipend.  
 
Contact: Andrew Cortes, Executive Director, 401-919-5919  x206.  
 
 
California Youth Energy Services, California 
 
This demonstrates several important features: 
 

a) An emphasis on training young people 
b) Training that targets people for work in their own and nearby neighborhoods 
c) A funding mechanism through the utility companies themselves 
d) Work with both home owners and renters 
e) The launch of a second step for career ladder building 
 

The Rising Sun Energy Center of Berkeley hires about 90 youth from urban 
neighborhoods each summer, trains them in basic energy and water-saving methods and 
people skills, and pays them $9-$10/hour. The youth work on about 2,100 homes a year. 
The program is aimed at 15-22 year olds who are recruited from high schools and local 
community centers. Participants go out to home owners and renters in their 
neighborhoods who have asked for a free energy/water audit. They work in pairs and 
measure gas, water and electricity use, replace light bulbs; install water-saving faucets 
and retractable clotheslines; and advise residents on energy and water conservation. In 
addition to the environmental benefits, the community benefits from having neighbors 
help neighbors and from a rise in self-esteem in participating young people. Local 
utilities fund the program. PG&E gives money to Rising Sun for every kilowatt-hour of 
electricity and cubic meter of gas saved for each customer.  Rising Sun uses that money 
to buy compact florescent light bulbs (CFLs) and clotheslines, and to pay salaries. A local 
water utility provides water-saving faucet heads and also pays Rising Sun for water 
conserved at homes they audit.  Rising Sun estimates that it has saved consumers to date 
$2 million in utility costs. In 2009, CYES has been creating another program to develop a 
career ladder for its youth participants. A Green Energy Training Services program (GETS) 
for 18-25 year olds focuses on energy efficiency. GETS offers 80 hours of vocational 
training that is meant to supplement construction trades training. The program partners 
with Richmond Build, which does construction training, and Solar Richmond, which trains 
in solar installation.   
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Contact: Jodi Pincus, Executive Director of Rising Sun and representative on Green For All 
Pathways Out Of Poverty working group,  510-665-1501  x 11 or 
pincus@risingsunenergy.org. Jailan Adly, Program Director at CYES and representative to 
the working group for Retrofitting America‟s Cities in the Green For All communities of 
practice. 
 
 
Garden State Alliance for a New Economy (GANE), Newark, New Jersey. 
 
This is an interesting model because: 
 

a) Program focuses on residential weatherization and getting wages up in this sector 
b) New union locals were created for the program, and the union relaxed 

membership and apprenticeship policies for qualified participants 
c) Union partner had pre-existing relationship with federal funding sources making it 

easier to access funds. 
d) Strong commitment to un- and under-employed and recently incarcerated 

individuals and people of color.  The alliance uses a community organizing 
approach as part of outreach 

e) Laborers International Union of North America (LIUNA) is now trying to take the 
model national  

 
GANE partnered with LIUNA, Local 55 (covering New Jersey and Delaware) and later, 
Local 10 (New York City and Long Island) to establish a model program for residential 
weatherization in January 2009. This was a 6-week training course that began in March 
with 22 individuals, all of whom were people of color who were unemployed or 
underemployed. About half were from prison re-entry programs. GANE and the City of 
Newark helped with recruitment and outreach of applicants for program. They expect to 
train 350 people within one year. A June 2009 training was held in Trenton. Local 55 also 
wants to train workers in Delaware and a partner local plans to do so in New York City. 
Both Locals are new, formed just one year ago to organize workers in the weatherization 
and residential construction industry. Local 55 expressed a strong commitment to diverse 
membership and leadership, and has decided not to have an apprenticeship category, to 
facilitate membership for unorganized new workers. Funding is provided through the 
National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) with a $90,000 grant to 
cover the 6-week training course. LIUNA has a long history of working with NIEHS.  
Future funding will be sought from: NIEHS, the Department of Labor, Green Jobs Act 
appropriations and the New Jersey Building Laborers Training Fund. The first round of 
trainees worked on low-income seniors‟ homes and received wages for the work.  For 
details, see: www.goodjobsfirst.org  Feb. 2009,  pub., page 25; and the 
www.greenforall.org  blog on this project.  The Apollo Alliance also has background 
material on its website about the program. GANE is a partner organization of Partnership 
for Working Families. 
 
Contact: Kate Atkins, Executive Director of GANE and representative to the Green for All 
(GFA) community of practice working group on retrofits. kateatkinsjc@gmail.com . Wayne 
Richardson, GANE organizer and representative to the Green For All community of 
practice working group on Pathways Out Of Poverty, at 973- 623-0967. www.ganenj.org  

mailto:pincus@risingsunenergy.org
http://www.goodjobsfirst.org/
http://www.greenforall.org/
mailto:kateatkinsjc@gmail.com
http://www.ganenj.org/
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LIUNA is interested in expanding this model nation-wide, providing training to local 
residents who would then weatherize homes and get into career track jobs. The strategy 
is that laborers earn accreditation while being paid union rates and receiving health 
benefits. Training of various duration is available for four weatherization job categories: 
Technician/Installer, Environmental Abatement (for technician installers), Energy Auditor 
and Supervisor. Graduates would be able to obtain further training through the Laborers‟ 
apprenticeship program to upgrade their skills and move up the job ladder to a 
construction career.  
 
Contact: Kathleen Conlan, Director of Education for LIUNA, at 202- 942-2277.  Dave 
Johnson, the Organizing Director for the Eastern region who also sits on the Green For All 
community of practice working group on Pathways Out Of Poverty can be reached at the 
general  number:  202-737-8320.  LIUNA Weatherization Training Program number: 860-
974-0800. www.liuna.org    
 
 
Program in formation:  
Green Jobs/Green Homes – Center for Working Families, Brooklyn, New York  
 
Important program strengths: 
 

a) Models job “bundling” to address known challenges for residential weatherization 
b) Innovative financing mechanism 
c) Geared towards low-income neighborhoods 

 
In collaboration with the Center for American Progress and other groups, this is a 
proposed statewide initiative to retrofit 1 million homes in 5 years. It is projected to cut 
household energy consumption by 30 to 40%, directly create 60,000 new jobs, and 
spawn another 60,000 indirectly through an economic multiplier effect. GJ/GH would 
provide no- or low-cost, up-front retrofits to homeowners and landlords, with a focus on 
“energy poverty” areas where there are high emissions and high unemployment rates. 
The New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, which has already 
begun organizing retrofits, would take the lead in running the program. Home owners and 
landlords would request the energy audits. Eligibility under the program would be verified. 
Then a contracted auditor would do analysis and identify upgrades with a payback period 
of 8 to 10 years, with additional upgrades allowed on multi-unit dwellings. Retrofits would 
be targeted geographically to enable “bundling,” enhancing the incentives for contractors 
to do the work and to hire and train workers. This program would mandate labor 
standards for contractors to ensure sufficiently high wages and the use of apprentices and 
other union labor. 
   
The program features innovative financing through a 10-year, on-bill recovery scheme. 
Upfront costs would be paid by third parties, such as pension funds and private 
investment, through a proposed Residential Retrofit Investment Fund. Green Jobs/Green 
Homes would directly pay  contractors the cost of the upgrades from the investment fund 
for work done on 1 - 4 unit homes. In larger, multi-family dwellings, owners may be 
required to pay 10% of upfront costs unless hardship is proven. After the work is 

http://www.liuna.org/
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completed, owners keep 20% of projected savings and the utility collects 80% until the 
entire cost of the retrofit is recovered and returned to the Fund. After that point, the 
owner reaps full benefits of the retrofit in terms of the on-bill charges.  
 
At this stage, supporters are working to build the political will and create the necessary 
policy framework for the financing mechanism. 
 
Contact: David Palmer, Interim Director, at 718-222-3796 x 244 or 
dpalmer@workingfamilies.org.  
 
 
GreenCorps Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 
 
A noteworthy model because of its: 
 

a) Target population  
b) Success at training that leads to steady employment 

 
This 15-year old program offers multiple channels for receiving training and obtaining an 
environmentally-related job while earning a wage. It is run by WRD, an environmental 
consulting firm, and sub-contracted out to OAI that handles the WFD and training 
component. One of the newer components is weatherization. This is a 9-month, 4-days a 
week paid training program that covers life coaching, professional development skills and 
academic reinforcement. It has placed 80% of its graduates in steady employment in the 
industry where they are trained. They graduate about 40-50 people/year from the 
program.  It is funded by $2.5 million in city and state grants.  
 
Contact:  Patrick Brown, representative to the Green For All community of practice 
working group on Pathways Out Of Poverty – connected to OAI, at 312-528-3500 or 
www.oaiinc.org. 
 
 
Green Jobs Corps, Oakland, California 
 
This is an interesting case study for: 
 

a) Linking WFD, job training and actual on-job apprenticeships 
b) Target population – at risk young adults 
 

This program offers classes for at-risk young adults (18-25 years old) in weatherization, 
green construction, solar installation, electrical efficiency and general life skills. The 
project is a 3-way partnership between the Cypress Mandela Training Center, Laney 
Community College and Growth Sectors Inc, an apprenticeship placement firm. 
Participants begin the process at Cypress Mandela Training Center and, after 16 weeks, 
go to Laney Community College for 4 months. Successful graduates then go to paid, 3-
month on-the-job internships/apprenticeships with one of 10 companies that participate in 
the program. Tuition is free but the rules are strict. The Cypress Mandela Training Center 
offers a range of support services for participants and employers throughout the multi-

mailto:dpalmer@workingfamilies.org
http://www.oaiinc.org/
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phase process.  The program began with $250,000 in seed money in 2008 and now has 
$500,000 from state of CA and $120,000 from Yahoo!.   
 
Contact: Arthur Shanks, the founder and Executive Director of Cypress Mandela Training 
Center and representative to Green For All Pathways Out Of Poverty working group, at 
510-208-7350 or www.cypressmandela.org. 
 
 
Sustainable South Bronx - Bronx Environmental Stewardship Training Program 
(BEST), Bronx, New York  
 
This case study is of note because of its: 
 

a) Target population 
b) Relationship with and involvement of employers 

 
Started in 2003, the BEST is now called the BEST Academy.  The program offers training 
in various aspects of ecology and green building, including retrofits, weatherization and 
solar panel installation. The target population is: low-income, welfare-to-work, 
unemployed and underemployed, and formerly incarcerated residents of New York City 
with an emphasis on the Bronx. The program can handle 20 to 25 students per cycle. 
Students must read at a 6th or 7th grade level and do at least 7th grade math to be 
accepted. The BEST 4 Buildings curriculum includes on-job training. Students receive 
lunch or $5 to buy lunch, and additionally receive a free Metro card. At the end of the 
program, students receive a $600 stipend check. Employers help define skills and 
competencies covered by the curriculum, and provide work experience and job 
placement. SSBX created its own curriculum. Each program runs 5 days a week for 14 
weeks. Funding comes primarily from foundations, and secondarily from the federal 
government.   
 
Contact: Annette Williams at awilliams@ssbx.org. Visit www.ssbx.org.   
 
 
LACAUSA YouthBuild, Los Angeles, California 
 
Features to note: 
 

a) Target population 
b) Relationship with community college 
c) Training participants to work in own neighborhoods 
d) Provision of support services  

 
This YouthBuild works primarily with Latino at-risk male and female young people. It 
began offering green training  in 2007 and continues to offer it as a once a year, 10 
month program. Currently 25% of training is on the job, though the aim is to raise that to 
75%. Participants gain a high school diploma or GED and some college credits. Support 
services come from the program manager, alumni representatives  and some community 
college staff. The program teaches skills including: insulation, energy efficiency, solar 

http://www.cypressmandela.org/
mailto:awilliams@ssbx.org
http://www.ssbx.org/
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technologies and other green economy skills.  LACAUSA‟s green building program includes 
energy efficiency retrofits for low-income home owners in East LA. William Winchester, 
the program‟s Green Building Coordinator, developed a weatherization and residential 
retrofit training program with community college partner CD TECH Los Angeles Trade 
Technical College. LACAUSA has relationships with three other community colleges and 
three unions (electricians, carpenters and brick masons). It is funded by: HUD, DOL, 
Walmart and Weingard.    
 
Contact: William Winchester, the Green Building Coordinator who also sits on the GFA 
Pathways Out Of Poverty working group, at 323-887-2500 or  www.lacausainc.org. 
 
 
LA Trade Technical College, Los Angeles, California 
 
Noteworthy features: 
 

a) Target audience 
b) Link with local businesses to formulate training 
c) Support services 
d) Special programs for women in non-traditional careers 

 
LATTC‟s Green College Initiative offers courses and certificate programs in green 
technology, energy, construction and business in cooperation with regional employers. 
The initiative is open to everyone, but there is a special focus on those with high barriers 
to employment. It serves 27,000 students in metropolitan Los Angeles. In 2007, it 
launched several green WFD initiatives through the Regional Economic Development 
Institute (REDI). Training programs are geared for those who have not finished high 
school and were not likely to go to college, individuals who have been incarcerated and 
adults who have been out of a school setting for many years. A key program is Utilities 
and Construction Prep. This includes supportive services and special programming for 
women in non-traditional careers.   
 
Contact: Marcy Drummond is the award winning VP for Work Force Education and 
Economic Development and also sits on Green For All community of practice, Pathways 
Out Of Poverty working group. Division for Workforce and Economic Development: 213-
763-5534 or  www.college.lattc.edu.   
 
  
Program information: 
Kansas City Green Zone, Kansas City, Missouri 
 
Highlights of this case include: 
 

a) Successful political organizing to develop local political will and plan 
b) Targeted geographic area to enable “bundling” of residences 
 

In a remarkable political achievement, an array of elected politicians, bureaucrats and 
community groups have come together to propose consolidating stimulus funds so that 

http://www.lacausainc.org/
http://www.college.lattc.edu/
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they can be spent in an economically blighted and violent neighborhood – a “Green 
Impact Zone of Missouri” – in order to maximize their impact. The geographic area 
consists of 150 square blocks east of Troost Avenue (former legal line of segregation in 
Jim Crow days) in the middle of the city. Presently, home maintenance contractors are 
training to become teachers who will prepare unemployed residents to weatherize houses. 
The goal is to weatherize 2,500 homes. Bob Housh runs the training program. 
Congressman Emanuel Cheever (D-MO) is the architect of the plan.  Cheever hopes to 
channel at least $50 million of federal stimulus money to this zone, tapping into 23 
federal programs. This would include weatherizing almost every house in the zone and 
possibly installing a new power grid, new buses and other innovations. 
  
Outreach to both homeowners and potential workers is in an early stage.  The media 
seem to be moving faster to cover the story than people on the ground.  
 
Officials are still working out specifics of implementation. David Warm, Executive Director 
of the Mid-America Regional Council -- the regional planning body for the KC metro area 
charged with coordinating fundraising efforts and implementation of the plan -- has hired 
Anita Maltbia to oversee implementation. The city has allocated $1.5 million in support of 
the zone‟s operations. Ms. Maltbia will build up using that funding. PolicyLink has offered 
strategic support drawing on experiences from other cities that have used targeted 
spending for community revitalization. The key will be to get to the financial and practical 
“tipping point” for the neighborhood in terms of improving overall welfare of the 
residents.   
 
Contact: David Warm, Executive Director of the Mid-America Regional Council, at 
dwarm@marc.org or 816-474-4240. 
 
 
Program information: 
Milwaukee Energy Efficiency (Me2) program, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 
Look at this program for:  
 

a) Financing model  
b) Creating demand for weatherization and energy efficiency upgrade services 
c) Link between energy efficiency and training, though this is still in the planning 

stages  
 

This program enables home owners, property owners and renters to implement energy 
efficiency savings measures with no upfront costs,  and to enjoy immediate savings. Elissa 
Berger of Center on Wisconsin Strategy (COWS) has been working on this for a couple of 
years. Participants would pay cost of upgrades overtime on their utility bills or city 
municipal services bills.  The goal of the program is to retrofit all buildings in city of 
Milwaukee where retrofits are cost-effective. COWS staff have been working on legislation 
that would allow the utility and the City of Milwaukee to bill for retrofits. A small pilot is 
beginning in Racine, funded through a private bank loan. COWS is working with the 
Wisconsin Regional Training Partnership (WRTP) Big Step program. WRTP is a workforce 
intermediary with longstanding connections to the construction industry and to labor. If 

mailto:dwarm@marc.org
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the program gets off the ground, training likely would be done through WRTP. In the 
most recent development, publicized in July, the City of Milwaukee submitted a proposal 
to use $1.5 million in energy block grants from the stimulus act to fund a residential loan 
fund that would enable home owners to pay for weatherization and efficiency upgrades as 
a way to kick-start the Me2 program. There is no information yet about whether officials 
have approved the request.  COWS staff point out that long-term funding could be 
handled one of three ways: on utility bills, as a city services charge on a municipal bills, or 
via a special assessment, also on a municipal bill. They feel Milwaukee would be able to 
handle the finances if the utilities do not get on board or do not get regulatory approval.    
 
Contact: Eric Sundquist, staff, erics@cows.org or 608-265-6155. 
 
 
Program information: 
The Sustainable Business Network / Green Jobs Corps / Green Economy 
Taskforce, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
 
Look at this program for: 
 

a) How well staff works with employers to identify skills needed and shapes training 
programs accordingly 

b) The interconnection of three related projects/programs  
 

SBN is a non-profit network geared towards creating a financially, socially and 
environmentally sustainable local economy in the Philadelphia metropolitan area. In 2008, 
SBN proposed a major green collar jobs initiative and has since hired staff to promote it 
through a Green Economy Taskforce, which now has about 130 members. GETS consists 
of employers, academic institutions, environmental groups, government bodies, unions 
and WFD providers. SBN wants GETS to advise on the formation of a Green Jobs Corps or 
a city-wide green jobs apprenticeship program. It is in the process of convening a green 
employer roundtable to match the design of the apprenticeship program with the skills 
employers are looking for.  
 
Contact: Leanne Krueger-Braneky, SBN‟s Executive Director, at 
leanne@sbnphiladelphia.org or call  215-922-7400 x1. Kate Houstoun, SBN‟s Program 
Director and representative to the Green For All community of practice retrofit working 
group, at kate@sbnphiladelphia.org or 215-922-7400 x5.  
 

mailto:erics@cows.org
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Part 5 
Recommendations 

 
The research uncovered these major findings: 
 

 WFD, training and employment advocacy strategies for this sector depend on the 
target population. 

 A bifurcated approach may be necessary in the short run to improve employment 
prospects in this sector. One approach may be needed for energy efficiency and 
weatherization upgrades for private residences, and another for public and 
commercial/industrial settings. 

 Training programs do not by themselves ensure higher wages and benefits for 
workers. Particularly in a situation where there is high unemployment, some sort 
of external pressure or organizational clout is needed to pressure employers to 
raise wages and benefits. 

 The demand for labor to upgrade low-income and public housing may not be as 
large as initially projected and may be totally absorbed by unemployed 
construction workers, leaving little room for new entrants to the field. 

 
In light of policy directions taken in other states related to creating Pathways Out Of 
Poverty in the weatherization and energy efficiency sector, WFD and training advocates, 
providers, interested community-based organizations and state officials should consider 
the following objectives: 

 
1) Prioritize quality job creation and directly link jobs to training. Retrofit programs, 

for example, could include requirements that employees have received appropriate 
certification and/or are in certified apprenticeship programs.  

2) Agree to pay the prevailing wages established by Davis-Bacon standards for all 
public projects related to this sector, even those not financed by federal money. 

3) Encourage the use of CBAs or their equivalents with a local hiring goal of 30%, 
and a goal that 10% of contract hours be supplied by disadvantaged or “targeted” 
workers, i.e. low income individuals in low-income neighborhoods, or individuals 
with barriers to employment. 

4) Encourage the use of PLAs or their equivalents and an apprenticeship target of 
20% of contract hours. 

5) Work with Massachusetts grant-makers, grantees and other relevant organizations 
to develop WFD and training programs for this sector that address the various 
challenges and barriers noted in this report, particularly the disconnect between 
training and support services and the need to focus on providing transferrable 
skills and accreditation.  In other words, ensure that programs focus on career-
building rather than on quick-fix job strategies alone.  

6) Work with CEC, CommCorps and Skillworks to conduct rigorous third party 
monitoring and evaluations of weatherization WFD and training programs as 
appropriate, and to maximize the cross-fertilization of best practices among 
grantees as well as within the broader community. 



 
 

 
 

 


